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Ecovyst is an integrated and innovative global supplier of 
advanced materials, specialty catalysts and services. Our 
di erentiated businesses support and bene t from a diverse 
number of sustainability trends, including more stringent fuel and 
emissions standards, sustainable fuels, low carbon technologies 
and plastics circularity. We have strong customer relationships 
developed through a long history of reliability, quality and value-
added products and services, built on the foundation of our 
innovation culture and expertise in zeolite, silica, and sulfuric acid 
technologies. Based on these competitive strengths, we believe 
we have a demonstrated trac  record of delivering nancial 
stability and growth performance.

Key Investment 
Highlights

Ecoservices

We are the leading provider of sulfuric acid recycling 
services to North American re neries for the 
production of alkylate, an essential gasoline blending 
component for lowering vapor pressure and increasing 
octane rating to meet stringent gasoline speci cations 
and fuel e ciency standards, and a leading North 
American producer of high quality and high strength 
virgin sulfuric acid for industrial and advanced materials 
applications, mining, and lead acid batteries. We 
also provide chemical waste handling and treatment 
services, as well as ex-situ catalyst activation services 
for the re ning and petrochemical industry.

Advanced Materials & Catalysts

Advanced Silicas—We are a leading provider of nished 
silica catalysts, catalyst supports and functionalized 
silicas. Our silica-based catalysts and supports are 
critical catalyst components for the production of 

PE, a high strength and high sti ness plastic used 
in bottles, containers, and molded applications, and 
LL PE, used predominantly for lms.

Zeolyst Joint Venture—Develops critical high 
technology specialty zeolites and zeolite-based 
catalysts to customers for the following major end 
uses  re ning primarily hydrocracking and dewaxing 
catalysts), petrochemicals, sustainable fuels, and 
emission control systems for both on-road and non-
road diesel engines. We also supply custom zeolites to 
catalyst companies who compete in similar industries.  
We believe the eolyst oint enture is a rst mover 
in zeolite fuels and emission control technology 
and we expect continued expansion as specialty 
zeolite catalysts are used in new applications and as 
environmental emission standards increase globally.

Our Company

    
    

 in millions) 2023 2022 2021

Sales1  691.1 820.2 611.2

Zeolyst Joint Venture Sales2 156.6 132.6 131.3

Adjusted EBITDA3 259.9 276.8 227.6

Cash From Operations 137.6 180.3 137.3

Financial Highlights

1 Excludes proportionate 50% share of sales from the Zeolyst Joint Venture with Shell Catalysts & Technologies, an 
a liate of Royal Dutch Shell.

2 Represents sales related to 50% share of the Zeolyst Joint Venture with Shell Catalysts & Technologies, an a liate of 
Royal Dutch Shell.

3 Refer to pages 49–51 of accompanying Form 10-K for reconciliations of net income to Adjusted EBITDA.

#1 or #2 
Supply share 

positions in nearly 
all product lines

10 
Manufacturing 

plants

$691M
2023 

Sales1

~911
Employees 
worldwide

1 Excludes proportionate 50% share of sales from the Zeolyst Joint Venture of 156 million

• Core material science expertise 
highly aligned with decarbonization
technologies

• Established solutions in 
sustainable segments with large 
growth potential

• Longstanding, sticky relationships 
with high barriers to entry

• Favorable industry structures that 
protect margins and balance sheet

• Unrivaled supply infrastructure and 
manufacturing networks



“Ecovyst’s ability to win and drive shareholder value is derived 
ro  our di erentiated and co etitive advanta es  ur 

innovation and aterial science e ertise is ali ned with our 
custo ers’ needs or sustainable roducts  where we thin  
there are si ni cant o ortunities or rowth

Dear Stockholder —
For Ecovyst, 2023 was a year marked by challenges, 
opportunities, and successes. Throughout 2023, our 
industry faced a di cult macroeconomic environment. 
Despite the challenging macro environment, Ecovyst’s 
business model demonstrated its resilience. Pricing across 
our segments remained positive and demand softness was 
largely limited to the destocking-driven impacts in our 
sales of polyethylene catalysts and sales of virgin sulfuric 
acid into the nylon end use. 

We continue to believe that the long-term outlook for our 
Ecoservices and Advanced Materials & Catalysts segments 
remains favorable, supported by positive growth trends in 
our core and industrial businesses, and compelling growth 
opportunities in emerging businesses such as sustainable 
fuels, advanced recycling technologies, bio-catalysis and 
carbon capture. Accordingly, we maintained our focus on 
the implementation of our long-term strategic plan during 
2023, setting the stage for future growth by advancing 
our innovation platforms that are serving the growing 
need for low-carbon and more sustainable technologies. 
In addition, and to support our future growth expectations 
that are supported by long-term customer commitments, 
we announced a signi cant capacity expansion for 
polyethylene catalysts at our Kansas City site. We also 
announced investments that will provide for expanded 
production capacity for our Chem32 catalyst activation 
business as well as enhanced reliability initiatives that we 
expect to provide for increased e ciency and enhanced 
capacity to support growth in our regeneration services 
and virgin sulfuric acid businesses in our Ecoservices 
segment.  

I want to thank my Ecovyst colleagues for their signi cant 
e orts that helped us navigate a very challenging 
economic and operating environment in 2023 and express 
my gratitude for their ongoing contributions as we 
continue to build for the future.

2023 Review
Our core business segments performed well in 2023. 
Our regeneration services business, which supports our 
re ning customers’ production of alkylate, a high-value 
gasoline blending component, continued to bene t from 
high re nery utilization, as well as increasing demand for 
premium fuels utilized by today’s higher-compression 
turbocharged engines and regulatory speci cations 
mandating lower sulfur content and lower vapor pressure. 
Our Zeolyst joint venture also had an exceptional year for 
sales of hydrocracking catalysts, driven by the timing of 
turnaround activity of our re ning customers, for which 
our catalysts are utilized in a xed bed application and are 
replaced on 3–4 year cycles.

However, 2023 presented challenges for some of our 
industrial end use sales. In early 2023, our sales of virgin 
sulfuric acid were impacted by Winter Storm Elliott and by 
an extended turnaround in our Houston site. In addition, 
we experienced unplanned operational downtime at our 
Dominguez site mid-year. These disruptions constrained 
our production of virgin sulfuric acid, limiting sales and 
resulting in unplanned maintenance and repair costs. In 
addition, in the second half of the year our sales of virgin 
sulfuric acid into the production of nylon intermediates 
were adversely impacted by lower global nylon demand 
as well as destocking throughout the nylon supply chain. 
Likewise, our polyethylene catalyst sales in the second 
half of 2023 were impacted by weak global polyethylene 
demand, lower customer operating rates, and destocking. 
We view the factors associated with lower sales of virgin 
sulfuric acid and polyethylene catalysts as transitory. 

During 2023 we continued to make signi cant progress 
in our emerging business segments, which present very 
attractive opportunities associated with the growing 
demand for sustainable products and technologies. 

LETTER FROM

           Kurt J. Bitting Chief Executive O cer



Increasing production of sustainable fuels continues to 
drive sales in our Zeolyst Joint Venture, where our Zeolite 
materials play a key role in the dewaxing process of 
renewable diesel production. The expanding demand for 
sustainable fuels also provides signi cant opportunities 
for our Chem32 catalyst activation business. Today, 
approximately one-third of catalysts processed by Chem32 
are associated with the production of sustainable fuels. With 
the continued growth we expect for Chem32, driven in part 
by the expanding production capacity for sustainable fuels, 
we are making investments in the business that are expected 
to provide for a signi cant increase in processing capacity.

Commitment to Sustainable Products  
and Business Practices 

Ecovyst remains committed to a more 
sustainable future. Our legacy businesses 
provide products and services that are 
essential in serving today’s need for more 
sustainable products and processes. Our 

regeneration services support the production of cleaner 
burning fuels and the zeolite catalysts sold through our 
Zeolyst Joint Venture enable the production of sustainable 
fuels. Our catalyst technologies are also used to reduce 
emissions from heavy duty diesel vehicles, and our virgin 
sulfuric acid is used in mining activity for metals and minerals 
that are essential for green infrastructure and electri cation. 

With an eye to the future, our innovation platforms are 
focused on emerging needs for sustainable technologies. 
In 2023, more than 80 percent of our research & 
development investments were linked to sustainability, 
and we are targeting 85% of our research & development 
investments to be associated with sustainability by 2025. 
Our strong focus on developing products for emerging 
and sustainable segments encouraged us to expand our 
focus beyond just catalysts to broader material science 
in zeolites and silicas. This led us to the renaming of the 
Catalysts Technologies segment to Advanced Materials 
& Catalysts. Our Alpha Cat™ advanced silicas launched in 
2023 and provide an example of how Ecovyst leverages its 
material science expertise in emerging technologies. Here, 
Alpha Cat™ advanced silicas utilize our materials science 
capabilities to enable enzyme immobilization in food, 
chemical, and biomass-based processes. 

Utilizing our expertise in zeolite technologies, our Zeolyst 
Joint Venture is working with industry leaders on advanced 

recycling processes for plastic waste in which our catalysts 
signi cantly reduce the thermal inputs required to produce 
pyrolysis oil. We currently expect commercial sales of 
these catalysts, referred to as Opal In nity™ zeolites, 
in late 2024. In addition, our Zeolyst Joint venture has 
developed advanced catalyst materials for the production 
of sustainable aviation fuel using alternative feedstocks, a 
process commonly referred to as “alcohol to jet”. These Opal 
Renew™ catalyst materials are already in use at a commercial 
sustainable aviation fuel operation, and we anticipate further 
expansion of this technology in 2025 as the global demand 
for sustainable aviation fuel continues to expand.  

We are also focused on the adoption of more sustainable 
business practices across our organization. These 
initiatives include reducing the environmental impact 
of our manufacturing sites and expanding the scope 
of our health and safety programs. As evidence of our 
progress, Ecovyst has achieved a Platinum Sustainability 
certi cation from EcoVadis, recognizing our incremental 
progress in promoting sustainable processes related to 
the Environment, Human Rights, Ethics and Sustainable 
Procurement, placing Ecovyst in the top one percent of 
companies rated by EcoVadis in our peer group. 

Focus on Shareholder Value
We enter 2024 well-positioned to leverage 
favorable industry trends associated 
with the growing demand for sustainable 
technologies. Our leadership positions 
in the diverse end uses we serve, our 

technology portfolio and product development capability, 
and our longstanding customer relationships continue to 
provide for a robust and resilient business model. During 
our investor day in late 2023, we outlined the strategies 
and opportunities that we believe will lead to compelling 
organic growth and cash generation for our company 
over the next several years. We believe that our durable 
business model and strong projected cash generation 
will continue to support a balanced approach to capital 
allocation alternatives which include the funding of growth 
initiatives, continued leverage reduction, opportunistic 
share repurchases, and the evaluation of bolt-on 
acquisition opportunities that are consistent with our 
stated investment criteria. As we execute on our strategies 
for growth, we intend to do so in a manner that provides 
the best long-term value creation for our stockholders. 

I am excited about the opportunities that lie ahead for 
Ecovyst as we continue to implement our strategies to 
deliver pro table growth and exceptional value for our 
stockholders and I want to thank our stockholders for their 
continued con dence and support.

Kurt J. Bitting 
Chief Executive O cer

“Ecovyst is a unique and attractive mix of core and 
emer in  businesses  ut more im ortantly  we 
are already ca itali in  on lobal sustainability 
trends  e believe that our durable com etitive 
advanta es will continue to rovide for stron  
mar ins and cash eneration  which enables us to 
em loy a balanced ca ital allocation strate y





















































































































































































































































































































































 ($ in millions except %, unaudited)  Year ended December 31, 2023
 Sales:
  Ecoservices  584.8
  Advanced Silicas  106.3
 Total sales  691.1
  Zeolyst Joint Venture sales  156.5
 Adjusted EBITDA(1):  
  Ecoservices  200.0
  Advanced Materials & Catalysts  81.9
  Unallocated corporate expense  (22.0)
 Total Adjusted EBITDA  259.9
 Adjusted EBITDA Margin(1):
  Ecoservices  34.2%
  Advanced Materials & Catalysts  32.3%
    Total Adjusted EBITDA Margin(1) (2)  30.9%

SALES AND ADJUSTED EBITDA BY BUSINESS SEGMENT

(1) Adjusted EBITDA margin calculation includes proportionate 50% share of net sales from the Zeolyst Joint Venture.
(2) Total sales include corporate costs

 ($ in millions except ratio)  December 31, 2023
 Total Debt  877.5
  Less: Cash and cash equivalent  88.4
 Net Debt  789.1
  Net income  71.2
  Adjusted EBITDA  259.9
 Net Debt to Net Income Ratio  11.1x
 Net Debt Leverage Ratio  3.0x

NET DEBT LEVERAGE RATIO
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Accelerating the transition to a 
sustainability-driven future


